Dear Canada Community,

Welcome to 2024! We begin the year with two invitations: first, on Wednesday, January 24th, 4:00 p.m., we will be screening A Kabluna: Inuit Language Study at the University of Washington about Mick Mallon, legendary Canadian linguist, and Inuit language instruction. Register here. Second, for incoming or current UW graduate students, January 31st is the deadline to apply for a Foreign Language and Area Studies fellowship (up to $18,000 in tuition, $20,000 in a living stipend) to study the Inuit language or French. Information and an application can be found here. We hope you enjoy the fantastic recent developments at the Center and our broader community.

--Nadine Fabbi, Interim Director and Marion Ferguson, Exchange Programs Manager

**CENTER NEWS**

**Continuum & Center awarded U.S. State Department grant**
Continuum College, Canadian Studies, and the Native American Law Center received a Humphrey Fellowship for an Indigenous rights workshop. [MORE]

**Study Abroad & Center launch a departmental Arctic program**
UW students can now study abroad at many of the institutions that are members of the University of the Arctic. [MORE]

**Center collaborates on Arctic pedagogy project**
Nadine Fabbi and UW's 2022-23 Chair in Arctic Studies met with colleagues in Scotland to begin work on pedagogy to enhance Arctic studies. [MORE]

**Center IDEAS grant at the 2023 Global Inclusion Conference**
Marion Ferguson and other IDEAS grantees hosted a panel and met with U.S. State Department representatives to discuss the funding program. [MORE]
FLAS Fellow offered position as judicial law clerk
Laurie Frederik, FLAS Fellow in French, starts a new position with the Honorable Judge Stephen J. Dwyer, Washington State Court of Appeals this month. MORE

JSIS student & FLAS fellow now a doctoral candidate
In fall quarter 2023, Janessa Chinana, former FLAS fellow in Haida, passed her doctoral exams advancing to candidacy. MORE

Corbett Scholar on differences & similarities between Vancouver and Seattle
Ellie Chew (UW to UBC) writes about the details and cultural nuances of her exchange experience in Vancouver. MORE

JSIS grad student shares about internship with U.S. Consulate in Vancouver
Aidan Swayne, M.A. International Studies, talks about his experiences at JSIS and how his virtual internship advances his career goals. MORE

Former FLAS fellow featured in Tribal Canoe Journey story
Nicole Kuhn, FLAS fellow in Haida, shares her experience participating in the annual Tribal Canoe Journey as part of the UW Shell House Canoe Family. MORE

EVENTS & OPPORTUNITIES

- **Film screening: A Kabluna: Inuit Language Study at the University of Washington** -- January 24, 2024 at 4:00pm, Allen Auditorium, UW campus
- **Corbett British Columbia-Washington International Exchange Program** (undergraduate and graduate students) -- deadline January 31, 2024
- **Foreign Language and Area Studies Fellowship** (graduate students) -- deadline January 31, 2024

The Canadian Studies Center in the Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies at the University of Washington is a U.S. Department of Education designated National Resource Center on Canada. It is one of five NRCs in the Jackson School. Together with the Center for Canadian-American Studies at Western Washington University, it forms the Pacific Northwest NRC on Canada—one of just two NRCs on Canada in the nation. The NRC is funded by a U.S. Department of Education Title VI grant administered by the International and Foreign Language Education office in the Office of Postsecondary Education.